Vision for Virtual Humans
Our vision for virtual humans is that ultimately they should look and behave as much like real people as possible. Specifically, their behaviors should not be scripted, but instead they should function autonomously, reacting to events in the virtual (and real) world around them and responding appropriately. They should fully perceive their environment including both virtual and real people. They should interact in a fluid, natural way using the full repertoire of human verbal and nonverbal communication. They should model their own and others' beliefs, desires, and intentions and they should exhibit emotions. Finally, they should do all these things in a coherent, integrated fashion.
Achieving the vision for virtual humans outlined above is unquestionably ambitious. Many of the elements in the virtual human vision are consonant with the general vision for AI that McCarthy and others cast for the 1956 Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence:
The study is to proceed on the basis of the conjecture that every aspect of learning or any other feature of intelligence can in principle be so precisely described that a machine can be made to simulate it. An attempt will be made to find how to make machines use language, form abstractions and concepts, solve kinds of problems now reserved for humans, and improve themselves" (reprinted in McCarthy et al. [2006] ).
Are our goals too hard? It is certainly a reasonable question. Implementing a virtual human requires integrating a diverse range of AI technologies including speech recognition, natural language understanding, dialogue management, automated reasoning, speech and gesture generation, and animation. Not only are fundamental advances required in some of the subareas but also the technology for integration of the parts is quite complex.
While the ultimate goal remains ahead of us, significant progress has been made, and it is now possible to create systems that successfully use virtual humans in applications. Over the past 15 years or so, a number of research groups have pioneered efforts to explore different themes in virtual humans including body animation and control (Badler, Phillips, and Webber 1993) , dialogue and nonverbal behavior (Cassell et al. 1994; Cassell et al. 2000; Hayes-Roth, Gent, and Huber 1997; Pelachaud, Badler, and Steedman 1996) , and immersive training with action and dialogue (Rickel and Johnson 1999a) . These led to a broad range of applications for health (Bickmore, Pfeifer, and Jack 2009; Marsella, Johnson, and LaBore 2003) , interactive entertainment (Mateas and Stern 2003) , training (Johnson, Rickel, and Lester 2000; Rickel and Johnson 1999b ) and education in a social conArticles 10 AI MAGAZINE text (Johnson, Vilhjálmsson, and Marsella 2004; Paiva, Dias, and Aylett 2005; Pelachaud et al. 2002; Zoll et al. 2006) At the University of Southern California (USC) Institute for Creative Technologies (ICT), we have performed research to understand better how virtual humans interact with real people and how people perceive and react to virtual humans, to develop new technology that extends their capabilities, and to use them in novel applications. We have created characters to help train leadership skills (Swartout et al. 2006; Swartout et al. 2001) and negotiation tactics Traum et al. 2005) . We have developed virtual patients (Kenny et al. 2008 ) to help train clinicians in appropriate patient interviewing techniques, and we have even developed virtual humans to help with tasks such as recruitment (Artstein et al. 2009 ).
As we have constructed these applications, we have learned a number of lessons that make it easier to achieve the vision for virtual humans outlined above. Some of these help facilitate the construction of functioning virtual humans, while others help us identify new areas for research. Some of the lessons come from our collaboration with the entertainment industry, while others stem from good system engineering practices. The main lessons are enumerated as follows: (1) the importance of story, (2) the value of integration, (3) the role of emotion, and (4) the need for a hybrid approach.
In the remainder of this article, I will describe the virtual human applications we have created and elaborate on the lessons learned.
Mission Rehearsal Exercise System
The first training application built at the ICT to use virtual humans was the Mission Rehearsal Exercise (MRE) system (Swartout et al. 2006; Swartout et al. 2001; Traum, Robinson, and Stephan 2004) , shown in figure 1. It was started in late 1999 and the project ended in 2003. The goal of this system was to expose junior army officers to thorny dilemmas that might plausibly occur during the course of a mission but that typically are not covered in a standard training manual or course. The emphasis in building this system was to create a prototype that integrated and developed the necessary technologies to show what could be done, rather than to develop all of the content that would be required for a training system that could be deployed.
Our scenario took place in Bosnia. Imagine that you are a second lieutenant. You are part of a peacekeeping force stationed outside a mediumsized town. You have just received orders to travel with your platoon from your base to the downtown area of the town to help another platoon quell an uprising. Along the way, you encounter an unwelcome surprise. The platoon's lead Humvee gets into an accident with a car driven by a local woman. Moments later, when you arrive, the scene is already chaotic (figure 2). The following dialogue ensues:
LT: What happened here?
SGT: There was an accident, sir. This woman and her son came from the side street and our driver didn't see them.
LT: Tucci, how is the boy?
Tucci: The boy has critical injuries, sir. Sir, we need to get a medevac in here ASAP.
LT: OK.
LT (on radio): Eagle Base, this is Eagle 2-6, over.
Eagle Base: Eagle 2-6, this is Eagle Base, over.
LT: Requesting a medevac for an injured civilian, over.
Eagle Base: Standby…. Eagle 2-6, this is Eagle Base, medevac launching from operating base Alicia, time now. ETA your location 30. Over.
LT:
Roger, 2-6 out.
LT: Sergeant, secure a landing zone.
It will take time to secure the area and set up a landing zone. Meanwhile, a crowd starts to gather, and as luck would have it, a TV camera crew shows up and starts filming everything. As you're pondering this situation, your radio crackles to life. It's the other platoon that's already downtown. They wonder what's been keeping you. They need you now. They're dealing with a riot. What should you do? Split your forces and send one squad forward to help quell the riot, or keep your forces intact? The platoon sergeant acts as a coach for the lieutenant (much as they do in real life) and suggests that it would be a bad idea to split the forces. However, the trainee is free to do what he wants. If he keeps his forces together, the medevac goes smoothly, but if he sends a squad forward he has insufficient forces to clear the landing zone for the helicopter and the evacuation of the boy is substantially delayed. These outcomes were summarized in the form of a TV news report that was presented at the end of the exercise as a form of after action review.
To enhance the engagement of the simulation, it was presented on a curved, 30-foot-wide screen (see figure 1) , and a 10.2 audio system (Kyriakakis 1998) was used to create an immersive sound field.
Creating a system like MRE, or its successor, Stability and Support Operations (SASO), which will be described next, required us to develop and integrate a broad range of AI technologies, including speech recognition (Lee and Narayanan 2005; Wang and Narayanan 2002) ; natural language understanding (Bhagat, Leuski, and Hovy 2005) ; dialogue management Traum and Rickel 2002; Traum et al. 2008b ); task and domain reasoning (Hartholt et al. 2008; Traum et al. 2003) ; emotion modeling (Gratch and Marsella 2004; Marsella and Gratch 2009 ); natural language generation Artstein 2008a, 2008b) ; 1 speech synthesis; 2 and gesture generation (Thiebaux et al. 2008) A detailed description of each of these technologies is beyond the scope of this article. I will, however, briefly describe the approach taken by Jonathan Gratch and Stacy Marsella to modeling emotions, since that is one of the pioneering efforts to endow virtual humans with emotions.
While the topic of emotion modeling for AI systems has received some attention, it is fair to say that the great preponderance of AI systems have been concerned with producing intelligent behavior, such as diagnosing a disease, playing a game of chess, or providing clever assistance with office tasks. Relatively little attention has been paid to modeling emotions. However, we have found that because people view virtual humans anthropomorphically, they will ascribe emotional motivations to their behaviors whether the characters have been designed to exhibit emotions or not. If a character is not designed to exhibit emotions, the particular emotions people will see in it will be somewhat difficult to predict. Thus, we found that it was essential to have an explicit model of emotions and design the characters to exhibit those emotions explicitly to avoid giving unintentionally misleading emotional cues.
The virtual humans' emotion model is based upon a psychological theory called appraisal theory (Smith and Lazarus 1990) . This theory holds that people form emotions by comparing, or appraising, external events and the resulting states to their own internal goals, beliefs, and desires. If their goals are being facilitated, they will be happy and satisfied, but if they are being thwarted, they will be upset.
More specifically, in appraisal theory, events are assessed in terms of appraisal variables, such as desirability (is this event desired?), expectedness (is the event expected?), controllability (is the event inevitable, or can it be controlled?), and causal attribution (can the event be attributed to someone or something else?).
These appraisal variables are used to derive values for what we think of as conventional emotions, such as sadness or anger. For example, if an event is undesirable, not controllable, and uncertain, it will tend to lead to a feeling of fear. If an Articles event is undesirable and certain, it will give rise to sadness, while if an event is undesirable and someone else can be blamed for it (causal attribution), it will cause anger. The derived emotions can then be used to affect how the character behaves, what it says, and what expressions and other forms of nonverbal communication it may use. Coping strategies can be used by the characters to deal with their emotions and reduce the dissonance between their goals and the events they observe. There are two general classes of coping strategies: problem-focused coping strategies attempt to reduce dissonance by making a change in the world, while emotion-focused strategies make changes to internal beliefs and goals.
The virtual humans not only model their own goals, but they also have models of the assumed goals of the people who interact with them. In our current implementation, the goal models for humans are fixed when the model is created, and that model is not updated during run time. However, based on events that unfold, that model can be used to produce dynamically varying estimates of the emotional reactions of the human trainee during the simulation.
Specifically, let's consider how this model could be applied to the platoon sergeant in the scenario above. The sergeant wants the boy to be healthy, but he is not. At the same time, the blame for the accident has not been resolved. Together, these two appraisals lead to a significant feeling of distress for the sergeant. The sergeant can attempt to cope with the distress by using a problem-solving strategy to make amends, for example by requesting a medevac, or he could use a belief-focused strategy and attempt to blame the mother for the accident.
The emotion model gave our characters believable affective reactions to unfolding events, but as we will see in the next section, it also contributed to cognitive processing by other parts of the virtual human architecture.
SASO-ST and SASO-EN: Negotiating with Virtual Humans
Moving beyond mission rehearsal, we wanted to explore the possibility of creating virtual humans that could negotiate. In the Stability and Support Operations Simulation and Training (SASO-ST) simulation (Traum et al. 2005 ) and its follow-on, the Stability and Support Operations Extended Negotiations (SASO-EN) simulation , the trainee, a captain in the U.S. Army, was given the task of negotiating with a physician running a relief clinic about moving the location of the clinic because military operations were planned in the area and the clinic's safety would be at risk. The captain could not reveal the operational plans, but he could offer a variety of inducements to move, including support for the move and medical supplies. In SASO-ST, the negotiation was one-on-one between the captain and the doctor (see figure 3) . In SASO-EN we added a town elder so that the captain needed to negotiate with both characters about the clinic's location (see figure 4) . If the captain was skillful he might be able to convince one character to move and then have that character help persuade the other. But if he negotiated badly, the characters would ally against him.
One unusual aspect of the SASO systems was that the characters used their emotion models to evaluate the statements and proposals that the trainee made. If a negotiating stance or proposition put forth by the trainee resulted in primarily positive emotions, the characters would embrace it, but if negative feelings predominated, it would tend to be rejected. When considering a particular possibility, the characters evaluated it from the current state, but they also envisioned how it might be improved by successful negotiation. Even though the initial appraisal of a suggestion by the captain might be quite negative, the characters would be willing to discuss it if they could see how it could be improved to be a strong alternative through negotiation.
The characters were built to follow psychological models of negotiation (Putnam and Jones 1982; Sillars et al. 1982) . Initially, they would attempt to avoid the negotiation entirely, by changing the topic of conversation. If the captain persisted and stayed on topic, the characters would realize that it was necessary to negotiate, and they would initially view the negotiation as a win-lose proposition and hence would point out as many problems and make as many demands as they could to try to place themselves in the strongest negotiating position. If the trainee handled things well, he might eventually be able to get the characters to view the problem from a mutual perspective and enter into an agreement.
Trust was critical throughout the exercise. The trust levels could be set at different values initially and then these initial values would be updated dynamically based on what the trainee said and did. For example, if the captain took time initially to engage in pleasantries or complement the physician on what he was doing, that could help boost trust levels. On the other hand, if the captain asserted that the clinic was unsafe, that would tend to reduce trust since the virtual characters who were not aware of the operational plans would see no reason why the clinic was not safe.
The level of trust is computed as a linear combination of three factors: familiarity, which is assessed based on pleasantries and complements as well as behaving according to conventions; solidarity, which is determined by the degree to which the trainee's statements seem consonant with the character's goals and desires; and credibility, the degree to which the character finds the trainee's statements true or believable.
If trust were high, the negotiation could go quite smoothly, but if it were low, the negotiation would be very difficult. We found that most test subjects failed in their initial negotiations with the characters because they did not spend enough time on initial trust-building small talk and thus ran into difficulty when they needed to make hard demands later in the scenario. Additional aspects of SASO evaluations are discussed in . 
Moving Beyond Training
Our initial application focus for virtual humans was military training. However, we and others (Kenny et al. 2007; Rich and Sidner 2009 ) have found that virtual humans can be used in a wide variety of ways that include but go beyond either the military or training.
At the ICT, we have created, and are in the process of creating, a number of virtual human systems that move beyond military training. SGT Star (Artstein et al. 2009 ) is a character that interactively provides information about career possibilities, benefits, and generally what it's like to be in the army to potential recruits. The SGT Star character is in use and has been deployed with army recruiting teams. Under sponsorship from the National Science Foundation we are collaborating with the Boston Museum of Science to create virtual humans that will function as virtual museum guides, helping visitors select exhibits to see and answering questions about science and technology. In this section, I will discuss another application. We have created a character, called Justina, that acts as a virtual patient (Kenny et al. 2008) .
Currently, student clinical psychologists and other care givers are taught interviewing techniques by interacting with standardized patients. Standardized patients are human actors who have been trained about the signs and symptoms of a particular disease. When the student psychologist queries the standardized patient about his symptoms, the patient responds as if he or she had the disease. By asking the right questions and drawing the right inferences, the student is supposed to diagnose the patient correctly.
Unfortunately, standardized patients suffer from some important limitations. There is a significant cost associated with training the actors and making them available to students. As a result, it may be cost prohibitive to train students on rare, infrequently occurring diseases. The actors must be scheduled and will not always be available to students. Finally, actors will not all be able to portray the disease with the same level of accuracy, so each student will not see the same performance.
Justina (shown in figure 5 ) was designed to play the role of a teenage girl suffering from posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) as a result of sexual trauma. Students query Justina about her symptoms, and if they ask the right questions they get responses that should lead them to make the correct diagnosis.
Patients suffering from PTSD exhibit a variety of symptoms such as reexperiencing the traumatic event through dreams or flashbacks, persistent avoidance of stimuli related to the trauma, and persistent symptoms of anxiety or increased arousal, such as hypervigilance or irritability. In all, the American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (American Psychiatric Association 2000) lists six major categories for a PTSD diagnosis. Starting with these categories, we developed a set of questions and appropriate answers that a patient with PTSD would give by consulting with psychiatry faculty from the USC Keck School of Medicine and by conducting role-playing exercises with people playing the parts of patient and therapist. These exercises gave us insight into appropriate verbal and nonverbal behavior. For Justina, it was possible to take a simpler approach to natural language processing than we did in MRE or SASO, due to the nature of the domain. In those systems, there are extended discussions about how to deal with the accident (in the case of MRE) or negotiating an agreement (in the case of SASO). In both cases, the meaning of a statement depends not only on the utterance itself but also on the goals and beliefs of the agents and the dialogue history-what was said before by both parties. For a simple example, if a SASO participant says, "I agree to that," the meaning of that agreement depends completely on what has come before in the conversation.
For the PTSD domain, after some initial general questions, the patient interview largely consists of asking questions about the six diagnostic categories to see the degree to which the patient is experiencing symptoms from a particular category. For example, the clinician might ask: "Are you still thinking about your experience?" to determine to what extent the patient was experiencing flashbacks. Of course, the answers to these questions depend on the degree that the patient is suffering from PTSD, but the answer to a particular question does not depend very much on what has gone before. We found that each question-answer As a result, Justina could use a text classification approach to natural language processing (Leuski and Traum 2008) . Based on the role-playing exercises and discussions with medical faculty, the various ways that people asked questions about a particular topic were identified, and the appropriate answers were created and recorded by a voice actor. A statistical text classifier was then trained to identify question categories based on key words and key-word pairs in the input question.
When a student asked Justina a question, a speech recognizer (Pellom 2001 ) converted the student's utterance to text. The text classifier identified the corresponding question category and the appropriate answer. The answer text was passed to the NonVerbal Behavior Generator (NVBG) (Lee and Marsella 2006) , which used a set of heuristic rules to mark up the output with appropriate gestures. The gestures and audio stream for the answer were then synchronized by Smartbody (Thiebaux et al. 2008 ) and presented to the user.
A preliminary evaluation of Justina with student clinicians (Kenny et al. 2008) showed that it did provide responses across the spectrum of diagnostic criteria and that the appropriateness of the response was reasonable for most of the categories, although responses needed some improvement in three of the categories: increased arousal, effect duration, and life effects.
Lessons Learned
As we have constructed virtual human applications and prototypes, we have learned a number of different kinds of lessons. In this section, I describe these lessons and show how they relate to the applications described above.
Lesson 1: The Importance of Story
The knowledge base for each of our virtual humans is not intended to be completely general purpose, but instead is designed to work in the context of a particular story or scenario. Thus, the knowledge base for a character from the Bosnian MRE simulation would not function well in a SASO negotiation, and vice versa. While the processing mechanisms that the characters use are general purpose and can be reused between scenarios, the knowledge that each character has about tasks that can be performed, its goals and desires, and to some degree its language model are all specialized to the particular scenario that the character is intended to operate within.
It is this specialization that makes it feasible to construct interactive virtual humans. 3 As I mentioned in the introduction, building a virtual human is a challenging problem that requires the integration of a broad range of complex AI technologies, and the integration of these technologies is itself difficult. A good story creates a strong context that will limit what people are likely to say, and thus limiting the scope of the problem makes it more feasible to build virtual humans. For example, in the MRE scenario, it is important for the characters to be able to discuss the health status of the injured child and the feasibility of getting a helicopter to transport him to a hospital, but they do not need to be able to discuss astrophysics or the latest basketball scores, since these topics are extremely unlikely to come up in the context of the scenario.
In addition to making virtual humans more feasible, a good story can perform several other important functions. We have found that a good story can create strong emotional engagement because people come to care about the characters in the simulation, just as empathetic characters in a movie can create greater audience involvement. This effect can be particularly pronounced if the scenario evokes prior experiences. For example, in our first simulation, MRE, which had good (but not photo-realistic) graphics, acceptable (but not flawless) animation, and adequate (but not perfect) natural language interaction, we found that people viewing MRE who had been stationed in Bosnia would often become very emotionally engaged with the simulation and remark that the simulation seemed almost too real. This engagement, we believe, came from the story and the fact that it evoked their prior experiences.
Stories can perform another function. A good story can create a rich social context that raises new research issues. For example, most work in natural language processing has assumed a one-onone interaction between a computer and a person. However, in SASO-EN, a person would interact with several virtual humans, which raised research issues in how to model attention and how to understand and signal that a conversation with a character was beginning, when it was continuing, and when it had drawn to a close. Additionally, most natural processing research assumes that communication between people and machines is cooperative and that all parties will try to keep on the topic of conversation. However, in both SASO negotiation scenarios, those assumptions were invalid. In a negotiation, participants may try to change the topic of conversation deliberately to avoid the negotiation, and they will try not to be informative and reveal information if it would damage their negotiation goals .
Finally, if constructed skillfully, a good story can cover technical limitations in the simulation. As we were designing the SASO negotiation systems, we realized that the natural language understanding modules would occasionally make mistakes or entirely fail to understand what the trainee was saying. Additionally, although text-to-speech technology has improved considerably in the past few years, there are still times when even a good synthesizer will sound mechanical or mispronounce words. We ameliorated both of these problems by choosing to cast the virtual human playing the physician in the scenario as a foreign doctor with a thick Spanish accent. Since he was a foreigner, it was plausible that he would occasionally misunderstand English. The use of a foreign character also reduced expectations for the quality of the speech output, since it is reasonable for foreigners to mispronounce words. We reinforced that point by having the doctor point out that his English was not good when he misunderstood and by inserting common grammatical mistakes that nonnative English speakers make into his speech.
Lesson 2: The Value of Integration
As outlined above, creating a working virtual human ultimately requires integrating a broad range of AI technologies. That integration is itself a daunting task since the interfaces between modules must be carefully specified and any assumptions about how information will be processed must be communicated to all the developers of modules that depend on that data. Despite that, we also found that integration can help make certain problems easier to solve.
Consider a problem from computational linguistics, the problem of resolving the referent of an ambiguous question. 4 In the MRE simulation, when the lieutenant trainee first encounters the accident scene, he may ask a question such as, "What happened here?" An expected response would be for the platoon sergeant to say that an accident had occurred and then go on to describe the details.
To be able to produce such a response, the natural language processing module used by the sergeant character must be able to figure out that the event that the lieutenant is referring to is the accident. That seems easy enough for people to do, but it is more challenging for an AI system since, in fact, a number of events have occurred recently. Thus, potential answers to "What happened here?" would include (1) we got out of our Humvees, (2) the medic started treating the boy, (3) you just drove up, sir, (4) I assembled the troops at the rendezvous point, and (5) there was an accident.
How should one choose from these alternatives? There doesn't seem to be an obvious reason for preferring one over the other.
Computational linguists have recognized the problem of resolving an ambiguous referent for some time, and one of the strongest heuristics that has been proposed is recency: select as the focus the event that happened most recently. In many cases, this heuristic works quite well. However, in this case, we find that when we order the events chronologically and pick the most recent, we get the wrong answer: You just drove up, sir.
Even if the system eliminates the first answer since it is likely that the lieutenant knows that he just drove up, the next choice, the medic started treating the boy, is still not appropriate.
However, with our integrated virtual human, we have resources available that are not part of a typical computational linguistics system. Consider how the emotion model might help solve a linguistics problem. In people, our emotions serve as a strong focusing mechanism that can affect how we use language. For example, various linguistic "slips" often occur in the context of intense emotions. By looking at the sergeant's emotion model we find (as described above) that he is very upset about the accident. If we then use that information to guide the disambiguation of the referent in the question he was asked, we interpret the question as being about the accident, and hence get the expected answer: There was an accident.
Thus, by integrating several modules in a virtual human that are seemingly concerned with very different things, we can in fact make additional knowledge available that makes it easier to solve certain problems in a particular discipline (such as computational linguistics) than it would be if one looks at the problem from the narrower perspective of that discipline by itself. Fundamentally, the prospect of finding synergies such as this underscores the value of undertaking a multidisciplinary research project, such as building a virtual human, that brings together people from different technical backgrounds (computer science, electrical engineering, and signal processing), the social sciences (linguistics and psychology), and the arts (theater and animation) to work together toward a common goal.
Lesson 3: The Role of Emotion Because virtual humans look and behave like real people, when real people observe virtual humans they expect the characters to exhibit emotion. Steve (Rickel and Johnson 1999a) was an interactive pedagogical character that would coach trainees in the operation of a large air compressor. It was built without an emotional model and no matter what happened would always maintain a neutral affective tone. Rickel and Johnson found that users felt the lack of emotion was peculiar, and they would sometimes intentionally perform incorrect actions in the simulation in an effort to get an emotional reaction out of the agent.
We thus came to the conclusion that emotion models were essential. However as we developed emotion models we found that they could play a more extensive role than just making the characters believable.
In fact, we found that the emotion model could have a much broader impact on the cognitive processing in virtual humans. First, the emotion model can provide a strong focusing mechanism. As we have seen in the discussion about the value of integration, Lesson 2, the focus that emotion provides can help natural language processing modules disambiguate ambiguous references. Second, the emotion model can inform decision making. When the SASO characters decide to consider, reject, or accept proposals that the trainee puts forth, that decision is made using the emotion model. We believe that understanding the role of emotion in cognition may be one of the keys to creating truly intelligent characters ).
Lesson 4: The Need for a Hybrid Approach Throughout its history, AI researchers have often tended to act like "true believers," advocating one particular theory or approach as the way to solve much if not all of the AI problem. At various points logic-based knowledge representations, rule-based systems, neural nets, and Bayesian statistics have all been put forth as the way to make progress in AI. In some ways, this strong focus on a particular approach is good because it allows the field to better understand the strengths and weaknesses of that methodology. However, at the ICT, perhaps in part because of our connection with the entertainment industry, we have come to appreciate the value of a hybrid approach.
In a modern motion picture, filmmakers try to tell a story in the most engaging and cost-effective way possible. Often live action, computer graphics, and models are seamlessly intermixed to produce the desired results. Each has its strengths and weaknesses. Live action is good for capturing realistic performances but is not appropriate for highly dangerous scenes. Computer graphics allow filmmakers to create scenes that would be difficult or impossible to realize in live action but cannot yet compete with the highly nuanced performances provided by skilled live actors. Models allow filmmakers to cast a grand vision without incurring the expense of building a full-scale set. Because each technique has strengths, yet none dominates the other, the most effective strategy usually involves a hybrid approach that mixes these techniques together, sometimes in the same scene.
Some early AI systems that tackled ambitious problems also embraced taking a hybrid approach. For example, the algebraic manipulation system MACSYMA (Moses 1971 (Moses , 1974 used multiple representations for mathematical expressions. The overhead of converting between representations was worth the cost because having the right representation for a problem made it much easier to solve.
We have also seen the value of a hybrid approach. As described above, we used different approaches to natural language processing in Justina and the MRE and the SASO systems based on differences in the requirements of the characters and scenarios. The deep understanding of MRE and SASO is required to handle the nuances of negotiation, while the statistical approach of Justina is more robust in handling speech-recognition errors. Similarly, some of our characters use textto-speech to speak while others use prerecorded speech spoken by a voice actor. Text-to-speech works well if the character has a lot of different things to say that may change dynamically from session to session and the character does not need to express much emotion or prosody when speaking, while prerecorded lines can be very expressive but are feasible only if the lines can all be worked out in advance. Taking a hybrid approach allows us to develop the most effective and robust solution given the current state of technology.
Even within a particular simulation or scenario, it is often important to be able to use a hybrid approach. Some characters may have much more sophisticated roles than others and hence require deep reasoning and natural language processing, while simpler techniques may suffice for the "bit players." It is also possible to benefit from a hybrid approach within a single, individual character. For example, a character may use lines recorded by a voice actor for frequently occurring utterances, while relying on text-to-speech for infrequent or unanticipated lines. That approach allows the character to sound natural in most circumstances, while providing greater coverage of the domain than would be feasible if relying on a voice actor alone.
A corollary of using a hybrid approach is that the virtual human architecture must support it. It must be possible to swap out processing modules and replace them with other modules that use a different approach. That implies that the application programming interfaces (APIs) for modules must be well specified. Additionally, greater flexibility can be provided if the modules are written so that they are independent from one another. Thus, ideally the decision to use a text-to-speech synthesizer versus a prerecorded voice should not affect how the characters' gestures are generated.
Summary
Building virtual humans that autonomously behave, reason, and communicate like real people Articles is certainly one of the grand challenges for AI. In the introduction, I outlined our vision for virtual humans. Over the last decade, we have made substantial progress toward achieving that vision. Within the context of a particular scenario, we have been able to build virtual characters that interact using natural language and that use gestures and eye gaze for nonverbal communication. Our characters can model their own beliefs, desires, and intentions as well as those of others, and they can model emotion. Being able to perceive the actions and gestures of real people is still an active area of research (Chu and Nevatia 2008; Morency, de Kok, and Gratch 2008; Morency et al. 2005) as is the goal of making virtual humans look like real people (Alexander et al. 2009 ).
Although achieving the ultimate virtual human remains in the future, it is now possible to build working prototypes and useful applications using current virtual human technology. As I have outlined in this article, there are a number of factors that make building a workable virtual human more feasible than it might at first appear. A good story creates a strong context that in essence allows a virtual human to operate in a microworld, but one that is still useful (Lesson 1). Building a virtual human requires the integration of diverse processing modules, which makes it possible to find synergies that might not otherwise be available (Lesson 2). An emotion model can not only improve characters' believability, but can also have a major effect on cognitive processing (Lesson 3). Finally, taking a hybrid, modular approach to the system modules and architectures allows one to match the technology to the task (Lesson 4). It will be exciting to see what the next decade of virtual human research brings.
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AAAI Symposium on Educational Advances in Artificial Intelligence (EAAI)
The first AAAI Symposium on Educational Advances in Artificial Intelligence (EAAI) will be held in conjunction with AAAI-10 in Atlanta. The EAAI symposium provides a venue for AI researchers involved in education to share their innovative approaches to education and teaching. In contrast to work on using AI as a building block in educational systems (such as intelligent tutoring systems), EAAI focuses on pedagogical issues related to teaching AI at a variety of levels (from K-12 through postgraduate training). The EAAI symposium is comprised of several components, including a program of high-quality refereed papers, panels, special sessions, and invited talks; a presymposium workshop for mentoring new faculty, instructors, and teaching assistants; an Educational and Teaching Video track within the AAAI Video Program; a Student and Educator Robotics track within the AAAI Robotics Exhibition and Workshop; and a poster session, held in conjunction with the AAAI poster session. For more information about the symposium, please visit the AAAI-10 website or write to us at aaai10@aaai. org.
